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ADDITICINCIE’HEAT TO A COMPRISS~ FLUID IllBKXIZON

m Rruoe L. Hicks

The natimeof qmadtibat10, frlotionlerm,steadyflow of a cam-
presaible fluldin a pipe of oonetarrtoross eeotlon Is eumar imd.
The flow ooditi~ ~ most oonvenlently be desoribed In terms of
the 100al &oh nwnber M: It was found that steady flow oannot
occur when heat la being added to the fluld at a point where Its
veloolty equals the 100al velocity of sound (M . 1), and that the
mexlmuu temperature of the fluid ocours at M = l/~ where 7 Is
the ratio of epecifIc heats. These results are ild.uetratedby
applloation to high-speed flow through

moDucTIm

The studyof ccunbuetionphenomena

ccmhetlon ohambers.

In a flowing gab met Inolude
consldemt Ion of the the- and the dynamioal pro&fiies of the
fluld as welL ae of Ite ohemloal nature. The flow pattern of a
burrdng ~s, for example, is dependent upon the quantity of heat
liberated at eaoh Internal point by the combustion of the moving
fluld.

The purpoee of this report Is to sunmarIze, without arlmnded
proofs, the results of a studyof a slmplifled model of nomadd~batlo,
oaupresslble fluid flow, both eubsonlo and supersonic, and to state
these resulte in a form that till Mke them Inuiediatelyuseful In
providing a theoretical background for current teohnlqal.problems of
hl@-epeed combustion. The model ahosenis the fluw,in a tube of
oonetant cross sectla, of a covrpreeslblefluidto whioh heat Is
being added. This model is a natural generalization of fluld-flow
models oa~ly used and offers a logioal point of departure for
more eiivanoedOaloulatlone.

In the present treamt, the 100al Maoh nwuber M of the
flow is extenelvely used as a variable d the effeots of.heat addl-
tlcm uponthe limltlng condltione of flow of a compressible fluid
are eqhaeized. AppareITt4theseeffeotshave not previouslybeen
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explicitly described in the literature in terms of M, although
related subjects in one-dimeneional compressible flow have been
treated using M ~ Ba-ll.ey(reference 1) and Nielsen (reference 2).

TIEC&

Statement of the Basic Equations

The characteristics of tlm model of nonadiabatic compressible
flow, which were chosen in order to restrict and simplify the treat-
ment, may be stated explicitly as follows:

1. The flow is steady (independent.oftime).

2. Pressure, temperature, and velocity do not vary within any
section normsl to the flew. The rate of heat addition to the fluid
is therefore constant within a section.

3. The coefficients of viscosity and of tkrmal conductivity
are equal to zero; hence, the fluid flow is not affected by fric-
tion or by conduction of heat in the direction of flow.

4. The fluid obeys the thermal equation of state for a perfect
gas.

$. The values of the specific heats.and ciFthe gas constant
ape invariant throughout the flew.

Tliththese restrictions, the fluid must move in accordance with
the follnwing equations, which describe its nonadiabatic frction-
less flowina pipe (fig. 1):

lV 2 (conservation of energy). Cp T1 + $T12 (1)+Q-cpT2+~2

%+YLV12
= p2 + p2 V22 (equation of motion) (2)

~“ VI - p2 V2 (conservation of mass) (3)

P~
—== (thermal equation of state)
P1 T1 P2 T2

(b)
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The symbols p, p, T, V,
-%

in these equations represent

presmre, density, temperature, velocity, and specific heat at
‘ con6t5nt pr-e~Eiiz%with consistent units used-tJhrou@mt. The sub-
scripts 1 and 2 indicate that.the eymbolc;refer to sections 1
and 2 of the fluw pictured in figure 1. The q@Jol Q represents
the heat added per unit mass of fluid between sections 1 and 2.

A more mnvenient form of the equations is obtained by intro-
ducing the local Mach number M = T7/f~~ in place of the mlocity
where R is tie gas constant. Equations (l), (2), and (3)thun
become

(Tll+

P1

/

The quantity q is

Throu~h nultiplic~tion ,andc:i~’isionof cqlations (5), (6),and
(7)it is possible to derive the fnndnmen%al equation that describes
the addition of heat to n compres~l““?lcfluid in one-dimensional
motion.

Application of the Second Iaw of Thcrmodymmics

An hportant charact,;risticof the model described by the basic
equations can be derived diroc.tlyfrom the Second Lam of Thermo-
dymmics. The change in entlm::ypur unit mass AS of a perfect ~as
betwea the two thwmodynsmi.u states im ti:ichit @sts ~t sec-
tions 1 and 2 (fig. 1) is given by the expression

1-Y—.

()
T2 P2 y

~-~JJ%q~, (9)

.. -.. _ . .
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Byuse of equations (4), (6),and (7)the
d’ the fluid in passing from section 1 to
.interms of the Mach n&ibcrs

As - ~ log,

. .

1

,
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specific-entropy change
section 2 may be rewritten .
.aa
Y+l

(
Y

M*21+YM12 )
Y+1

(m) “

It is swn tll~tthe entropy chanqc of the moving fluid depends
only upon tho ‘Machnumber. Detaikd marination of ~?quation(10)
discloses the fact that the entropy when considered as a function
of % possessee rmly one maximum, which occurs a+, X2 = 1.

When l% = 1, therefore, tinsentropy cannot increase. Ihcaum
the entropy chsn~e mf a systm that behaves in accordance with tie
Second Law of TTm-modynamics mutt l}{+pos~tivo When the quantity of
heat adchxlto it is positiv~, it is cdncluddd Mat addition of a
positiv~ n!!ountof heat to the fluiclis impossi%lo whsn bi~- 1.

WSI!H!S AND llIS(XlS51011

From equation (8) and prcviGas eqnzrtionc,?.numbc:rof detailed
characteristicsof ths sttiadynonzlink~tic Ylow of a fjasin a pipe
of constant section (fig. 1) may bs d,::rived.

Matlmnatical Description of the Flow

The heat added q = Q/(~Tl) and the chan~es in prussure,

~S TWS done for q in equation (9). 0n9 physically siqnific,nnt
V~hlE2 Of M2 mists for each ?~l and (:>0 ii Ml<l ardtwu

r

——
Y -1

such values h“ 111>1. If 1:1< there is only one
“H (Yq + 1)’

.. . ——..— .

.

values of M2, one of which cor.rsspondsto-an wcoansion shock and

may be shown to be impossible on themodynsmic grounds. For 141>1,

transition from th+ llrger of the tw Foss.iblevalues of M2 to tho
.mnallerone corresponds to the formation of a compression shock.
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The direction
between sections 1

of change of
and 2 can be

atives of.these ausntities.with
of M from zero--toinfinity

As heat is added to the
till increase for all values
perature will rise only for

the quantities p, p, T, and Q
specified by the signs of the deriv-

For the entire rangerespect W My ... ..

!2E<()
dM- 1

J
(11)

(1. YM@~20

compressible fluid, the Mach number
of ‘M<l on the other hnnd, the tem-

Y
M< “/ Y or M>l but

‘tierange of Mach numb& 1> M > W. This behavior
tili fall h
can be derived

direct~ from equations (11).

IAmittig“F1owConditions

If the valus of %2 .tivenby equation (8) are to be real,
q must be limited and tfiereforethe i~~~t that can be added to a
fluid moving mith Mach numbar Ml is limited~ the linit is
=-pressed by the tiequa~ty

12

()Ml-%..
q% 2(”(+ l)–

(12)

Thus, in agrsenent tith the cuncluslon based on thu Second Iaw of
QThermodynamics, the heat added q = — cannot he positive for

Cp T1
Ml = 1, that 1s, for flow velocity equal to the local veloci~ of
sound, The quantity of heat indicated by ths equality sign in
equation (12) is the quantity that is necessary to increase or
decrease the Mach rrmiberto unity from its initial value Ml. If
heat is ~addedto but not removed from the fluiil,this valueof
unityfor the Mach number will occur at the downstream end of the
tube, provided that the heat is supplied entirely by heat transfer
from the wall of the tube.

The l~t to heat addition for a givm entrance Mach number
may also be thought of as a ~mit to the mtrance Mach number for
a given heat addition. The effect of heatmadditionupon the limit
to entrance Mach number is represented in figure 2 by the curve
for b$ = 1.

.—. . -. .—. .-. .. -—. - ..-. —. .-. — .—
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Becaiisethe mass flow is proportional to (M~l)/~1, the
limit to heat addition may be alternativelydescribed as a limit
to the mass f- for a @ven amount of heat added. If Ml< 1

and M does not exceed unity between sections 1 and 2, ‘&ere will
be en upper limit to the mass flm , as discussed in reference 3.
It may be shmn that the seineupper Idmit exists for Ml C 1 if M
does exceed unity between sections 1 and 2. If Xl >1, a lower
limit to the mass rate of flow without shock e?ists, whinh is the “
same whether or not M is everyhere greater than unity between
section~ 1 and 2. The possibility of continuous trmsitions from
E< 1 to M >1 and vice versa are discussed ~n tlhenext section.
In all instances the ldniting flow conditions can be most easily
expressed ama~vtically in terms of Ml as the ~ndependent vari.ble.
There is greater Fhysical reality, ?mw~ver, in the expression of
the M-mithg flow-c&ditinns in
Consequemt~ Ml, which always
mass flow, has been taken to be
and in other similar figures.

T2
The tampcrature ratio —

Tl

tbLTIM3 Of a ~t on the ~SS fl~.
bears a simple relation to the
the dependent vsriable in figure 2

( “2)2l+YH~
cannot exceud — and

hY Ml2
attaks this mmim.um value at li~= l/~ for all val;es of Xl
and q. Tnis limitation can be expressed alternatively as a limit
to the entrance Mach number, which is then a.function of T~Tl
alone and whir~ occurs when M2 = I/fl. A graphicalrepresenta-
tion of tne l.i.mitin~Ml is given in fi~-es 2 and 3 for both
?$= 1~{~ and M~ = 1. If the temperature ratio T2/T1 is epm-

ified, the maximum entrance Mach umber (Ml <1) is larger for

M2 = l./#~ than fO1’ 32 = 1. If q rather than T#T.l is spec-

ified, the limiting entrance Mach number (Ml<l) is less for
Hz - I./fi- than for M2 = 1, as is evident from figure 2 ‘rind

the previous discussion,

The mi&nwm value of the presmm~ ratio p2/pl corresponding
to the m .hnnn allowable heat addit’.onand to M2 = 1 is equal to

( 71 + Y til /(1 + y) ‘forsubsonic flow. If the pr,?ssureratio is
decr~aaed below this limit by decreasing P2, the flow m~ll not
chwqle hecnusr the effects of the presmw rduction cannot be
propaga+.edupstre.watihrou@ the r~$;icnwhere ~ = 1 ~t the down-
strezl section 2. ~or supersonic 1.I.ow,t,h6 sane ex&ression gives
the maximum pressure ratio that can occur with steady flow.

,
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Transition between Subsonic and Supersonic Flow

The theory indicates that a contlnwus transition from sub-
stinicto &ip6fi50n’ic’flak”btii-iceversa can be effected by addition
of heat until M = 1 followed by removal of heat. If heat is
addsd to but not removed from the motig fluid, such a continuous”
transition is not possible. A discontinuous transition from sub-
sonic to supersonic flow (adiabatic or nonadiabatic expansion
shock) may be shown to be @oseible on the basis of the Second
Law of Thermodynamics. A discontinuous tren~ition from supersonic
to subsonic flow is, however, always possible through the action
of a compression shock, whether the heat added is positive, zero,
or negative. The action of viscosity or of thermal conductivity,
which are omitted from consideration in the present treatment,
would protide the mechanism whereby such a discontinuous transition
would be effected (reference4).

Thermal Chokh~

It has been shown that steady flow cannot occur unless the flow
conforms to limitations on the pressure and temperature ratios.
When conditions that exceed these Imitations are initially imposed
on the flow, the flow will adjust itsslf in such a way as to agadn
reach conformity with the limitations. ‘Fhissdf-adjustment of the
tlur is sumewhat similar to the adjustment that occurs when a per-
fect compressible fluid flows (1) isentropical.lythrough a tube of
varying section, (2) adiabaticallymith frictional pressure drop
through a tube of constant section (rel’ercnceS), or (3)isother-
mally ‘withi’rictionolpressure drop through ~ tube of constant
section (reference 6). 13yanalog with thssc types of flow, the
term Whermal chokingfltig~t be appropriately applied to the phe-
nomenon of lJmited mass flow discussed in the present paper. The
similarity between the various types of choking phenomenon is being
investigated h more detail. --

APPLZCILTIONS

The theoretical results indicate th~t
messible fluid cannot exceed a JAnit that

the mass
is fi%ed

flow of a com-
by the values

of Pls TIJ and q. For each value of Ml or for given values
of pl and TIs at the first section, there is only one value

of q or of Q, which correspond to the limittig flow rendition.
These results can be applied to the flow of a burning mixture
through tinecombustion chamber of a jet-propulsionpower plant.

“-.
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It is assumed that the cross sections of ths ducts which till

‘be considered are constant and that frictional effects, change of
gas constant and of Y can be neglected. The maxlnnunmass flow G
for subsonic velocities throughout the chamber has been computed
f~r the inlet conditions pl = 15 pounds per square inch and

T1 = SOOO F absolute and is plotted h figures 4, s, and 6 for

~= ti~-~ ~d M2 = 1- The curves ‘infig~es b and ~ were

obtained from figur{~s2 and 3, respectively,by chagimg the scales
h accordance with the chosen entrance conditions. The data in

~)

P2 ,1 + yM12, fiich
figure 6 were derived from tha expression — .

\pl l+Y

i~ discussed in a previous section. Because tilefuel-air ratio
determines th~:value of Q, tho h,eat.relaased par pound of mixture
for complete combustion of a Ri*r~rifuelspoints can be specified on
the curves of maximum mass flow that correspond to a rango of values
of fuel-air ratio. Although the very ?ean mixturen correspmdtng
to fuel-air ratios less than about 0.02wouldnot.burn under orili-
nary ciroumstnnces, th~ v~lues of fhel-air ratio can still bc used
as a convenient neasure of heat w?lease. In figurer ~, ~, and K
the fuel-air rnt.tosare indicat~u for a fuel whose heat of combus-
tion is 18,000 Tltuper pound.

The determination of the conditions for maximum flow for com-
plete combustion (M2 = 1) till rmrc to illustrate the use of
the figures. If the limit on the tatal gas outflow (including
secondary air) from the ccmbustiun Chmker is dssired, an over-all
fuel-air ratio of shout 0.02 h appropriate. The limit on the gas
flow through a burner duct contai~.in~a richer mixture with fuel-
ai.rratio equal to 0.05 is calcul~twl for ccnparison. From the .
curve f~r 112= 1 (fig. 4), the maxinum flovlrates for these two
fuel-air ratios .nrefound to be 22.2 and Ih.a pounds per square
foot per second, respectively. The final temperatures determined
fron figure 5 are 1630°and 3k!100~ ~bsolute, and the final pres-
sures from figure 6 me 6.80 and 6.48 pounds per square inch. The

n
entrcnec Mach nuabcrs 31 = & correspondingto these i’lowrates

●.—
are 0.2.50and 0.166or, beczuse the velocit)yof sound at the entrance
temyrature of 590° F absolute is 1096feet.pcr oecond, the entrance

● velocities arc 27h and 182 feet per second, I“nevalues of Ml can
QQ

be chc]ckedby calculating the values of q = v = -—120’
which are

% “.
2.94 and 7.3.4,and %y readtig th~ valuw of M~ (fi&. 2). It is

evident that the masfiflow of burning gas~s can be considerably
restricted by the effects of thermal choking,
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If the upstreampressureis Inoreasedabove 15 poundsper
squareinch,thsdownstreampressureand the flow shouldincrease

.-,!.,.
Rrm~iste4 ~th * PZWSSUZ’S.bemme Ml and ~ ~in mn--...-.....
Stant, If the downstreampressureIEIdecreasedwhile pl remains
equal to 15 poundsper squareinoh,then Ml, ~, and the flow
shouldeachrsmalnoonstant, The theoreticallimitspl.agedlby the
ocourrenoeof thezmalohokingon the floware thereforesimilar
to thosefoimdfor imntropio flow from ooxrvergingnozzles.

Atroraft Engine Researoh Laboratory,
National AdvlOo~ Ccamnitteefor Aeronautice,

Cleveland, Ohio.
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Figure 1. - One-dimensional fluid flow with heat
addition.
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m .s

Flgum 2. . Effect of heat aidltion on llmit to entrance Mach number Ml of a gas in steady flow.
y = 1.4. Q 1s the heat added per pound of mixture.
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